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Many communities and farmer associations
have created Local Agricultural Research Committees.

ll of them want to improve the farming
in their communities, learn new things
and make progress.
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In the village of Cabuyan a Committee experimented
with varieties of soybean, a crop

that they had never planted before.

They found a variety well adapted to local conditions.

And they learned how to use
soy products in the family diet.

Today the Committee is making bread, milk
and cheese products from soybeans.

Each experiment is different. Some experiments
do not go well, but there is always something
to learn from each experience.

Here's the history of the Committee
at El Diviso, Colombia.
They've been providing a research service
to their community for two years.
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This is how the El Diviso Committee
tells their story.

In El Diviso, we know how important it is
to organize ourselves.
We have a village farmer's association
with 54 members.

In our area the main crops are maize,
tomato, and coffee.

A researcher from an agricultural
research center came to visit us one day
and told us about some farmers
who had formed village research groups 

We'd heard about research but we weren't sure
what it meant.
We understood that research could help
improve farming, and the idea caught our attention.
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We asked many questions of the researcher
and as we talked our interest grew.

We invited him to a meeting
of our farmer's association.

We set a date and a time for the meeting
and invited all  the members of our association.

The meeting was a success.
Many people came who wanted to know more
about research and about farmer research groups.

he researcher helped us do
a diagnosis of our farming situation.
We worked in small groups.
Many people made suggestions and we realized
we couldn't work on all their ideas at the same time.
We chose 4 main themes: maize, beans, tomato
and chickens.

Main themes

 - Maize

 - Beans 

 - Tomato

 - chickens

aiz ans,M e, Be

o to and Ch ck n .T ma i e s
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We decided that maize was
the most important of the four.

Maize is the staple food for families
in our village.

We use maize to prepare meals
for the hired labourers who help us

harvest our coffee.

Our traditional Christmas foods are made of maize.
We even use it to feed our chickens.

And the maize we were growing
had a few problems.

It grew so tall that the wind
often knocked down the plants, 
damaging the ears and making
them harder to dry.
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We wanted to find a short variety
that didn't fall over in windy weather.
We wanted our maize to dry  faster
and and to  resist disease.

We wanted a commercial variety
with large grains, and large well-formed ears.

Once we had agreed on our priorities,
we chose 4 people to serve on the research committee.

The researcher from the agricultural center
helped us get the seed of 9 new varieties of maize.

We did our first experiment.
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We rejected three of the varieties
because we didn't like the size, color
or shape of the grain.

Of the 6 remaining varieties, three were
yellow and 3 were white.

We designed an experiment with these
6 varieties and our traditional variety as the control.
In total our experiment had 7 varieties.

Five farmers from our village wanted
to help the 4 research committee members
with the maize variety experiment.

We planned every step
of the experiment very carefully.

How to prepare the soil...
How to fertilise,
and so on.

an for  Exp rimentPl the e

Rej te :  3 ri iec d  va et es

VARI :ETIES

3 whi e va ietiest r

3 ellow va ieties y r

1 tr di i al v r ea t on a i ty

Plan for

Maize

Experiment

s:Field   6

Fertilizer:
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Each one of us planted two new varieties
of maize and the local control on our farms.

We planted 100 hills of maize for each variety
with three seeds in each, just as we had planned.

When we were planting the experiment
we decided to try a new way of fertilizing the maize.
We put fertiliser in each hill with the seeds on top.
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Practically all the seedlings were burned by the fertilizer.
So few germinated
that we couldn't continue with the experiment.

We realized that the way we applied the fertiliser
had caused the problem.

Our first experiment taught us a lot.

We learned to plan our experiment more carefully.

We learned about the planting distance.

Above all, we learned that the fertiliser
couldn't be placed in the hills with the seed
because it burned the seedlings.
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A month later we decided to try again.

By this time, the rains had come,
and it was too late to plant.
Some of our plots were flooded and the seed rotted. 

The seedlings that managed to germinate hardly grew.

We met to discuss what had happened.

We learned that some of the fields
were not suitable for growing maize. 

We had many hardships.
First, the disaster with the fertilizer.

Then the rains came and  flooded our plots.

And some of the farmers
who had volunteered
to work with our Committee
hardly ever came to help us. 
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Despite all of our difficulties, we didn't lose heart.
Many of our neighbors encouraged us to keep trying.

We planted the experiment again, in September.

It was a better planned experiment, 
and we had gained experience from our failures.
We stuck to our plan to test new maize varieties.
This was what our village expected from us. 

We put a lot of effort into planning our third experiment.
We asked the researcher from the agricultural center
to help us find information about maize varieties
that were successful in areas similar to ours.

We discarded some of the varieties
from the  first two experiments and added others. 

Varieties wit  good resulth s
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In total we tested 6 new varieties and the local control.
We thought this would give us plenty  to compare.

We fertilized all the plots our usual way 
20 days after planting and 20 centimeters
from the seedlings.

We planted the experiment on 6 farms. 
Four of them belonged to members of the Committee.
The other two farms belonged to people
who were serious about working with us.

We planted all 6 varieties
and the control on every farm. 
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The seedlings germinated.
They looked good.
We evaluated the germination of every variety.
We compared the new varieties with the control. 

When the ears formed we evaluated again.
We counted all the ears in each row,

and compared their size.
We noticed which varieties formed ears the fastest.

We also compared the new varieties
and the control at the harvest.

We weighed the maize produced
by each variety to see which yielded the most.

We cooked all the varieties the same way
and compared their flavour.

We wrote down all our
observations

in the Experiment Diary.
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With the data from all our evaluations 
at germination,

at ear formation,
at harvest

and from the kitchen we drew
our conclusions.

We decided to discard 1
of the new varieties and our local variety.

Our final comparison was very clear!

Our traditional variety had to be harvested
at 120 days.
Five of the 6 new varieties could be harvested
at 85 days.

What a huge difference!

Varieties to be Discarded
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After the evaluation we sold the harvest.

Before planting the experiment we had agreed
that a third of our profits would go
to the committee's fund to cover the losses
from the first experiment.
We divided the remainder among the farmers
who had participated in the experiment.

The community supported our decision.

Some of our plots were located along the road.

Many people who passed them were curious
about what we were doing.
We explained the experiment to them and soon
word got around about our very nice looking maize fields.

Some farmers wanted to buy seed. 
It was impossible. When we planted again we mixed
the seed of the white and yellow maize in the rows.

V i l l a g e S t o r e
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But producing seed and selling it
to other farmers seemed
like a good idea.

We realized that this would be a way
of strengthening our research committee
by making money available
for more experiments.

But first we wanted to be sure
that selling seed of the new varieties

would be profitable.

We also wanted to know how many people in the village
were interested in buying seed from us.

l gV i l a e S t o r e
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We had many things to learn.

When was the best time to plant the new maize varieties?
How many seeds should be planted?
How important was maize in our area?

The researcher from the agricultural center
helped us design a form for collecting information
from the people in our Community.
He helped us do a survey.

So now we're doing another experiment.
We're comparing the 5 varieties that gave
such good results in our third experiment.

All six seem good but we want to chose
the 4 best varieties for producing commercial
maize seed for our community.

We're also looking for training
on how to produce maize seed. 

Each member of the Committee talked to 5 farmers.
We visited 20 people in total.
All of them were interested.
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Other farmer research committees have come
to see our experiments and we've made visits
to see their work. These visits are a good way
to learn new things and help us avoid
and correct mistakes.

We used to grow beans in El Diviso.

Since visiting Pescador we've made some changes.
Other farmers in our village are also changing.
And we've learned that farmers in other villages
want to buy our maize seed.

We learned a lot from the Pescador Committee.
They're  experimenting with beans.
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We're also planning some new projects.
We want to experiment with peanuts
and the women in the village are working
with our committee.

Our farming research can involve everyone.

Everybody in El Diviso understands
what research means.

By experimenting, we learn
many useful things.

We feel sure of what we've learned
and want to continue. 

Experimenting benefits individuals, the Committee
and the whole community.

Research means walking along a new path,
and knowing where you're going.


